
Year 9 
Football 

Key concept – what do I want the students to learn from this unit? What knowledge will they acquire? 

 All pupils will be able to: 
Mark an opponent efficiently. 
Control and pass the ball to a team mate with both feet. Control the ball 
effectively on the thigh, chest and head. 
Control the ball and shoot accurately in one movement. 
Consistently intercept and tackle safely. Make a selection of long and short 
passes to a team mate in a game situation. Demonstrate a full understanding 
of the rules. 
Beat a defender whilst dribbling the ball at speed. 
Explain strengths and areas for improvement. 
Improve own work. 
Plan a warm up for a small group of footballers. 
 
Most pupils will be able to: 
Create space/ close players down. 
Demonstrate tactical awareness in a game situation. 
Use your strengths of passing, dribbling and shooting to out-wit an opponent. 
Consistently put pressure on your opponent. 
Confidently ‘jockey’ your opponent and make the correct decision to tackle. 
Accurately pass the ball, whilst on the move using both feet, to a team mate 
moving at pace. 
Demonstrate an effective and consistent shooting technique, including taking 
a confident penalty. Understand the role of an official. Can comment on the 
effectiveness of the skills used. 
Can suggest ways for opponents to improve. Plan and perform a team warm 
up routine. 
Understand the benefits of regular participation in football upon your health 
and fitness. 
 
Some pupils will be able to: 
Perform consistently with few errors during a competitive situation. 
Understand decision making and produce performances which make an 
impact in a competitive game situation. Show a high understanding of tactics 
and formations. Consistently make space for team mates on the attack. 

Pupils will be able to: 
Understand the concept of first time passing demonstrating 
some consistency in a competitive situation. 
Control the ball under pressure on a number of different body 
parts in an attempt to dribble, pass or shoot. 
Control the ball to beat an opponent using skill, speed and pace 
to out-wit a defender.  
Use the attacking and defending heading techniques in the 
correct situations during a game situation. 
Understand the importance of working together and defending 
as a team/ unit. 
Understand and demonstrate the correct pass to make, when 
to pressure the ball and how to support the counter-attack. 
Demonstrate an understanding of the correct volleying 
shooting technique and the importance of hitting the target 
during a game situation. 
Show an understanding of different formations used in a game 
of football. 



Accurately execute set-pieces and free-kicks from a variety of positions on 
the edge of the box. Show a confident level of skill in all areas of attacking 
and defending. Adopt different strategies and tactics to suit the game. Plan 
practices for other players. Explain how opponents can improve (in relation 
to passing, dribbling, attacking, defending and shooting skills). 
Can you explain how diet and fitness can affect you performance in football. 

Year 9 
Rugby 

Key concept – what do I want the students to learn from this unit? What knowledge will they acquire? 

 Expectations 
After carrying out the activities and core tasks in this unit. 

most pupils will: use a range of skills and techniques fluently and accurately; devise 
and carry out a range of different tactics and practices; work cooperatively in their 
groups, taking on a variety of roles within the group and the games played; 
recognize the similarities between the games played, applying and adapting tactics 
and skills effectively; identify what they need to do to improve, carry out and adapt 
ideas and suggestions given to them 

some pupils will not have made so much progress and will: use a small range of 
techniques with some accuracy and consistency; make set responses with 
occasional variation; cooperate with others and participate in the activities in 
specific roles; carry out practices and ideas given to them by others to help improve 
their play 

some pupils will have progressed further and will: take on a range of different roles 
and always have a strong impact; use skills with speed, accuracy and control; 
devise, carry out and adapt a wide range of strategies, tactics and ideas; take the 
lead and be careful to involve others; make good connections between ideas and 
structures in different games; respond quickly to new and changing situations and 
contexts; devise and develop practices to improve their own and others’ play 

 

To be able throw a lineout straight 
To be able understand the different roles in the lineout. 
To be able to understand and use the lineout in a game 
situation 
To understand the role of the scrum and be able to build a 
scrum. 
Pupils to be able to play at least one role in the scrum 
effectively. 
Pupils to be able to under stand and perform attacking 
moves from the base of the scrum. 
 
 
Understand how and why licks can be effective in open 
play 
Be able to perform a box kick 
Be able to perform a punt 
Be able to perform a spiral kick 
Understand how mauling can be effective  
Understand how to build a maul 
Be able to build and take and effective role in the maul 
Be able to use the maul as an attacking option in a game 
situation 
Understandu 
Understand why it is important to attack through channels. 
Understand why continuity is important 
Learning Outcome 
Understand the difference between blitz and drift defence 
Be able to perform both types of defence 



Use the correct type of defence in the correct situation. 
To understand how to ruck and why to ruck 
Be able to ruck and counter ruck to retain and regain 
possession of the ball 

Year 9 
Badminton 

Key concept – what do I want the students to learn from this unit? What knowledge will they acquire? 

 ALL pupils will be able to: play co-operatively with peers, selecting and 

applying some specific techniques with reasonable control and precision. 

They will also show understanding of individual and team game plans. 

Warm-up & cool-down safely, showing understanding of the benefits.  

 

MOST pupils will be able to: select and apply a sound range of specific 

techniques effectively with reasonable speed & precision. They will also 

be able to demonstrate use of individual and team game plans, using 

strategies to outwit an opponent in a game situation. Warm-up & cool-

down safely and appropriately, using their own ideas. 

 

SOME pupils will have progressed further and will be able to: select 

and apply a sound range of specific techniques consistently & effectively 

with speed & precision; put into operation the principles of attack & 

defence, recognising patterns of play, & say how they need to be adapted 

to increase the chances of success. They will show an excellent 

understanding of individual and team game plans. Pupils will be expected to 

plan strategies & implement them in different situations. Warm-up & cool-

down safely and effectively using their own ideas; plan & lead short warm-

up sessions. 

Pupils will be able to: 
Make good contact using the correct body position and 
grip, showing ability to direct the shot. 
Pupils can demonstrate the correct technique for serving.  
Pupils demonstrate the ability to disguise the serve using 
eye movement and body language. 
Learning Outcome 
Pupils will be able to bend their knees keep their racket up 
and return a smash using a block shot.  
Pupils will show agility to move into the correct position in 
order to block the shot.  
Pupils will be able to 
hit the shuttle just over the net. 
Pupils will be able to disguise the drop shot.  
Pupils will be able make a decision when to use a drop 
shot.  
 
Learning Outcome 
Pupils will be able to: 
Be able to demonstrate and show an understanding of 
team game plans through attacking formations and shots. 
Pupils will be able to: 
Be able to demonstrate and show an understanding of 
team game plans through defensive formations and shots. 

Year 9 
Netball 

Key concept – what do I want the students to learn from this unit? What knowledge will they acquire? 

 most pupils will: choose and use combinations of skills with confidence, 

accuracy and consistent quality in most of the games they play; use a 

sound understanding of the principles of play when planning their 

approaches to games; work effectively in small teams to choose and put 

Pupils can describe the correct technique for a variety of 
passes. 
Pupils can demonstrate correct technique for throwing and 
catching.  



into practice tactics for attacking and defending; recognise and explain 

the importance of getting ready for games; follow appropriate warm-up 

routines; identify the main aspects of a good performance; recognise 

weaknesses; suggest how a performance could be improved. 

some pupils will not have made so much progress and will: choose and 

use skills that suit the games they play, showing greater strengths in 

some of the games than others; work with others in small teams to 

attack and defend; take on specific roles that suit their abilities; 

contribute to the organisation of a team; know that they need to prepare 

safely for games; follow warm-up routines they are given with some care; 

describe what they do best; work on ideas that they are given to improve 

their performance. 

some pupils will have progressed further and will: choose and apply 

complex skills and techniques that are suited to games; use these skills and 

techniques fluently and precisely; plan and adapt team and individual 

tactics, varying them as the need arises; take a leading role in teams and 

have a significant impact on the games played; recognise the similarity in 

approaches between the games and adapt ideas and approaches willingly 

and easily; prepare for games, devising effective warm-up routines; 

understand the importance of cooling down; describe quality in 

performance clearly and precisely; decide how to improve different 

aspects of performance. 

 
Pupils can pass the ball with improved control and 
accuracy. Pupils understand the pattern of play down the 
court in a conditioned game situation.  
Pupils to able to describe the principle of attack.  
Be able to use a variety of strategies and tactics to get free 
from their opponents 
Pupils will discover different ways of stopping their partner 
getting the ball. 
Pupils will understand the tactics of man to man marking 
and zone defending 
Pupils can describe tactics and strategies to outwit their 
opposition.  
Work with their team to produce the most effective way of 
getting free and also stopping their opposition from 
scoring.  
Pupils can describe tactics and strategies to outwit their 
opposition.  
Work with their team to produce the most effective way of 
getting free and also stopping their opposition from 
scoring. 
Pupils can describe tactics and strategies to outwit their 
opposition.  
Looking at working together as a team to get the ball into 
the shooting circle in the least amount of passes  

Pupils to demonstrate all they have learnt through the unit of 
work primarily outwitting opponents and specific skills of the 
game i.e. throwing, catching shooting etc. 

 


